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WARNING: Never Try to Insert or Remove a Game Pak When the Power is ON!

- Turn the power OFF on your Super NES®.
- Make sure a Controller is plugged into the #1 Port of the Super NES® System.
- Insert the Game Pak into the slot on the Super NES®. Press firmly to lock the Game Pak in Place.
- Turn the power switch ON.
- When you see the Title Screen, Press the Start Button.

CONTROLLER

Before you begin your game, familiarize yourself with the Super Nintendo controller.
Following the title screen, the Game Selection Screen will appear. Select the classic game you wish to play, then use the controls indicated below to start a game. If you wait a few seconds before selecting a game, a demo of the highlighted game will run. Press the **START Button** to play the game displayed in the demo, or press any other button to end the demo.
To access In-Game Options for a particular game, select the game from the Game Selection Screen, then select Game Options (see Game Options, next page).
1 **Player Start** - Play a 1 player game.

2 **Player Start** - Play a game with friend. Players alternate turns against the computer (not available in Battlezone).

**Game Options** - The Game Options Screen for each of the games varies slightly. They are specific to the game you’re accessing the menu from. You can make simple adjustments to settings such as the amount of **Lives** to start the game, the amount of points needed to achieve a **Bonus Life**, the **Game Difficulty** level and **Player Speed**.
**Player Speed** (Not available in Battlezone or Asteroids) - This options speeds up or slows down the paddle, shooter or crosshair used during the game.

**Missiles After** (Battlezone only) - You can select the amount of points (5,000 - 30,000) to be achieved before those loud, evasive missiles start to make things difficult for you. The higher the setting, the longer it will be before you see them.
**Minimum Rating** *(Tempest only)* - When set to 9, new players will always be able to skip ahead to at least level 9 on the start screen. If set to **Variable**, new players may be able to skip ahead further if the high score is sufficiently high.

**Demo Mode** *(Tempest only)* - Turn this option **ON** to allow access to all levels on the Start Screen. You will also be able to skip ahead levels during gameplay by pressing the **SELECT** Button.

**Note:** With this option set to **ON**, you will not be able to enter new high scores.
The following diagrams (next page) display the controls for each game. Have Fun! All games may be played with as many as 2 players with the exception of Battlezone.

**NOTE:** To abort a game and return to the Game Menu, press **Select, Start, L** and **R** simultaneously.
**Object of the Game**
Destroy the floating Asteroids and any hostile space ships you encounter for points. The large space ships don’t aim and fire too well, but look out for the smaller ships. Use Hyperspace to escape serious trouble.
Native Controls

- Rotate Left
- On the Spot
- Forward
- Turn Left
- While Moving
- Reverse
- Turn Right
- While Moving
- Select
- Start
- A
- B
- X
- Y
- Fire

Pause Game

Rotate Right
On the Spot

Switch to Arcade Controls
Object of the Game

Eliminate all enemy Tanks, Missiles and Super Tanks. The Radar at the top of the screen will track your enemy. Look for a red dot flashing on the Radar screen, then seek and destroy!
Object of the Game

Save the world from nuclear annihilation. Destroy incoming warheads with your defensive missiles. Conserve your missiles, you’ll need them all. The velocity and amount of enemy missiles increases as you reach the higher levels.
**Object of the Game**

Shoot all Centipedes, Spiders and any other Insects for points. Shoot Mushrooms to clear a path for your shooter.
Object of the Game

Keep the ball between your paddle and the bricks. Attempt to break through the bricks, and clear them out completely. Complete various levels and accumulate points.
Object of the Game

Move quickly around the perimeter of the hole. Fire at your enemies as they attack and try not to let them reach the top. Of course, the intensity increases as you reach the higher, more difficult levels!
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